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Solution to Last Month’s Quiz 
 

CRIME CAPER 
Daniel was the burglar.  Since exactly one of the four criminals 
did the burglary, three of the “I’m innocent” statements are true 
and one is false.  This means that three of the other four 
statements are false.  Daniel’s and Muffy’s second statements 
contradict each other, so one is true and the other is false.  Since 
we know where the true statement (the one not involved in 
claiming innocence) is, Vincent’s and Wanda’s second 
statements must both be false.  But those two statements being 
false eliminates Muffy, Wanda, and Vincent as suspects, so 
Daniel did the burglary. 

(Neighbor Gary Colman solved this and sent 
in a solution.  Feel free to send in solutions to 
these quizzes!  We may choose yours to run in 

the next month’s issue. 
       TARGET DATE  FOR Next Month’s Contributions  

February 16, 2023 
Please reach us with your articles, news, photos, 

CHILDREN’S ARTWORK or ideas at 
 344 Bowfin, (650 572-9153) or email us at our email 

EDITOR@BOWFININQUIRER.COM  
or by adding a NOTE on our Facebook Page 
or our website:  BOWFININQUIRER.COM 

 
 
This Month’s Quiz 

 

A “STORY-GRAM” 
 

This puzzle idea of embedding anagrams into a 
story is based on an idea shared with me by my 
friend, the prolific author of books and puzzles 
on Scrabble and Bananagrams, Joe Edley. 
 
Can you fill in the 4 blanks of each word/name in 
the story (with the same 4 letters, but not 
necessarily in the same order) and then answer 
the question at the end - two words of lengths 7 
and 4?  (Hint: it bears some relation to the 
blanked words in the story) 
 
 _ E _ V _ _ had a problem. 
 
He had felt regal (that is to say, _ _ _ G _ Y ) 
when explaining to his fans that he had a 
penchant ( that is to say, a _ _ _ I _ G ) and 
talent for writing satirical mysteries.    
 

 
He'd sold beaucoup copies of his takeoff on a 
LeCarre novel - featuring protagonists having 
prostrate problems -  titled "T_ _ _ _ E  TAILOR 
SOLDIER SPY" - in hardcopy and on his   
"_ _ _ D _ E" e-reader.  
 
A sense of smoothness, not dissimilar (that is to 
say, U _ _ _ _ E) to his reaction when sliding 
beneath his S _ _ _ E _ bedsheets came upon 
him as he dressed to greet his many fans at his 
book signing. 
 
But things got a bit rough when he put on his 
formal, French Cuff shirt. He buttoned up the 
front, but when he went to fasten his sleeves he 
could only affix one of them, and he nearly went 
APE!  
 
What was he unable to find? 
 
The    _ _ _ _ _ _ _    _ _ _ _     

 
 
 
 
Last 30 Days Covid-19 Stats  

(FC cases = 154) 
 

  
 

. 
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Aaron’s Answers Continued 

means they managed to produce more energy from 
nuclear fusion than they put into making the 
reaction happen. Using lasers, they shot Deuterium 
and Tritium (two Hydrogen isotopes) and got them 
to fuse into Helium. This resulted in a neutron being 
released, along with a minor amount of energy. 
While this may seem insignificant, this means that 
with further development, we may be able to 
produce vast amounts of clean, carbon-free energy 
that can power the world without carbon emissions 
or nuclear waste products. 
 There are some issues with this experiment. First 
off, it hasn’t been reproduced or confirmed by 
independent sources. Secondly, these machines 
are extremely expensive to build, and it used 
billions of taxpayer dollars to produce barely 
enough energy to power a microwave for 30 
seconds. Thirdly, the positive energy gain does not 
account for other factors involved, like compressing 
the hydrogen isotopes into a tiny frozen ball so they 
can be blasted with lasers. Finally, we didn’t 
actually harvest the energy produced, we merely 
observed that it was released. However, this 
experiment represents a big leap into the future of 
energy production. 

 
 

Bowfin Real Estate Q&A continued 

 
Lori has also provided BI with an impressive (and 
less than one minute!  😊 ) video showing how she 
transformed the property and increased its value to 
prospective buyers.  You can view her video on our 
website – https://bowfininquirer.com . 
 
Here's Lori’s contact information should you wish to 
reach her about this sale or some future real estate 
transaction. 
 
Lori Langmack 
Realtor® | DRE 02107205  
1440 Chapin Avenue, Suite 200 
Burlingame, CA 94010  
m: 650.743.7435  

 

 

 

A Riddle for the Kids 
 

(Answer to Last Month’s):   
How do you keep a skunk from smelling? 

HOLD ITS NOSE 
 

  What kind of footwear is made of 
banana skins? 

 
(answer next month) 
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       ARTWORK BY  
BOWFIN ST. CHILDEN 
 
This month’s art contributions come from 
youngster Meera Keswani.   Lovely work, 
Meera!  Thank you for sharing with us. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Please feel free to post comments, article ideas, 
questions for Aaron, etc. on our website.  

Contact us at editor@bowfininquirer.com if you 
encounter any difficulties in doing so! 

 
 

 

HILLBARN YOUTUBE 
VIDEO OF NEW SHOW, 
ASSASSINS  
     
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxVe8a0qkA8 

 

 
This is about a 4 minute video (link can be easily 
utilized from our bowfininquirer.com website) 
featuring commentary from Director Joshua 
Marx and showing the cast in musical rehearsals 

 
 
Actors Equity cast members Keith Pinto ( L ) as 
Balladeer and Andre Amarotico ( R ) as John 
Wilkes Booth  
 

 
An ensemble piece 


